Leading-edge customs clearance technology

SmartBorder ABI/ACE
The SmartBorder line of software was designed from the
ground up to increase productivity for customs brokers, carriers,
and self-directed importers.
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SmartBorder ABI/ACE

As U.S. Customs continues its emphasis on compliance, our
team of developers and licensed customs brokers stays one
step ahead so you can focus on your business.
Our Technology Solution
SmartBorder's SaaS-based application was designed from the ground up to
feature cutting edge technology to help you complete entries faster and
more accurately including numerous data verification functions, real-time
status updates and the ability to bypass redundant keying practices. And
it's all backed by our industry-leading training and support up to 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week.
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How You’ll Benefit


Leverage the best tools and technology. SmartBorder is the pioneer of
internet-based ABI and has developed a very fast and user friendly
system that is years ahead of the competition. SmartBorder specializes
in ABI and compliance software, and focuses all of its effort on
improving the system for customs brokers and importers.



Knowledgeable help when you need it. SmartBorder has experienced
a 99% client retention rate since the inception of the company. This is
due in large part to the fast response and competency of the
SmartBorder support team. Our team of licensed customs brokers will
provide professional support for a wide range of topics from how to
use the software, to customs regulations and procedures to other
issues that you may encounter.



Save time with flexible data integration options. SmartBorder
interfaces with several 3rd party applications including systems for
Global Trade Management, accounting, inventory, dispatch and ERP.
SmartBorder supports a myriad of options for data integration including
EDI, XML, FTP, Web Services, real-time processing, MS-excel, CSV
imports, etc.
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Leading-edge customs clearance technology

Key Features


Fast Entry Interface



Remote Location Filing (RLF) / Electronic Invoice



Product Library



FDA Prior Notice



Query Cargo Manifest



Custom Reports Module



Electronic In-bonds

Customization



Laser Forms



email Notifications

Automation



Monthly Periodic Statements



Single Entry/Continuous bond printing



Electronic Protest
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Tariff Picker

SmartBorder ABI/ACE



Automatic daily CBP updates (ports, tariffs, etc.)



Unlimited History



Unlimited Users

SmartBorder Ocean AMS



Remote System access

SmartBorder AES



Document Imaging System



Reconciliation Entries



Custom EDI Integration



Integration with 3rd party Accounting, ERP and GTM Systems
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About SmartBorder
SmartBorder is a powerful, SaaS (“Software-as-a-Service”, also known as
“ASP”) application that does one thing and does it better than any other
solution on the market - it facilitates time-saving, Customs-compliant
importation of goods into Canada and the United States.
SmartBorder not only meets the filing requirements, but also provides
additional benefits to your cross-border shipping process. The
SmartBorder suite of products fit your business needs, including full or
partial EDI integration into your freight or ERP systems.
Contact us today to find out more about SmartBorder technology solutions
or set up an online demo.

